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 One of the recovery images is available here Here is how to flash the recovery image via adb/fastboot: Turn the device off:
Slide the power button at the bottom right side to turn off the device, the green light should go out. (The phone could be in

SDCard mode, you can press the Power button to turn off the phone.) Turn the device on: Press the Volume down and power
button simultaneously and hold the buttons for about 5 seconds. When you see a large blue screen with a red exclamation mark
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in the middle, press the Volume up button to enter Recovery Mode. After about 5 seconds, the red exclamation mark in the
middle will change to a green check mark. At that point, you can release the buttons. Wait for about 30 seconds and the phone
will reboot. Install the recovery image using fastboot: Open a command line on your computer (Mac users can download and

install Cygwin) and enter the following commands. fastboot devices fastboot flash recovery recovery.img fastboot reboot-
bootloader If you want to install some other recovery image, you can use the following commands (notice the 2nd command to

be consistent with the last command): Once you enter the 2nd command you will see the recovery image flashing in the
command line. You can now release the buttons. If you want to remove the recovery image, you need to enter the following

command: fastboot erase recovery Once you have completed the installation process you can turn the phone off and on using the
power button. You will then need to go to the GAPPS menu and manually turn off the Phone (or Tablet) sync service. If you

have any problems, feel free to comment. Sharon is a former software engineer, and started Android and Windows Phone
developer in 2010. She has worked for Microsoft on both Windows Phone and Android, and currently is using Android and

developing on Windows Phone. When she isn't busy she enjoys math, word puzzles, techy stuff, photography, travel, and
spending time with her family and friends. Any of the files in the RapidSetup folder should be uploaded to a website. See this

link for details. RapidSetup is already included in the Windows 82157476af
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